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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

It is with great sadness that we inform readers of the deaths of Peter Gowing, Marius Jacobs, and David McCredie. Each made memorable contributions to Southeast Asian studies, and their untimely deaths are great losses. An obituary of Marius Jacobs is contained in this issue and appropriate memorials on Peter Gowing and David McCredie will appear in the next.

There will be a business meeting of the Borneo Research Council during the Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association in Denver. If there is a sufficient number of persons interested in participating in an organized session, we shall organize a program for the Association of Asian Studies in Philadelphia. To this end, the Editor urges the submission of proposed papers.


RESEARCH NOTES

KADAYAN EVIDENCE FOR WORD MEDIAL h IN BRUNEI MALAY1

Allen R. Maxwell
The University of Alabama

INTRODUCTION

One of the most striking phonological characteristics of the Kadayan subdialect of Brunei Malay is the presence of the voiceless glottal fricative, h, in positions in which it has been lost in most other Malay dialects.2 Dyen has drawn attention to the significance of this consonant for historical Austronesian phonology in his monograph on Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PAN) laryngeals (19531, and more recently has updated his discussion by including Banjarese evidence (1971).3

In an earlier note, Kimball suggested that intervocalic h is in the process of being lost in Brunei Malay, citing evidence from the Barunay subdialect (1979). I will discuss the occurrence of word medial h based on my work with the other subdialect of Brunei Malay, Kadayan (see Maxwell 1980). The evidence presented will suggest that it is premature to conclude that h is being lost in Brunei Malay. From the perspective of the Kadayan evidence, Brunei Malay is better understood as an h-retaining dialect, especially in root internal intervocalic position, but also in initial position (ch. Dyen 1971:42). While Kimball deals with only morpheme-internal phenomena, I will discuss an additional class of cases of intervocalic h, namely those which occur word- but not morpheme-internally, at morpheme boundaries.

BRUNEI MALAY

The Brunei dialect of Malay can be distinguished from other varieties of Malay on both ethnographic and linguistic grounds. Bruneians as well as non-Bruneian Malay-speakers recognize Brunei Malay to be a distinct speech form, differing from other types of Malay in its phonological inventory, intonation, speech rhythm, derivational morphology, lexicon, and syntax. Locally this form of speech may be referred to as Bahasa Brunei or Bahasa Melayu Brunei. In addition, the two native Malay-speaking groups in the country, the Kadayan and the Barunay, recognize more specific subdialectal differences between their own respective forms of speech, cakap kadayan and kurupak barunay.4 This distinction applies primarily to characteristic patterns of linguistic usage, and not necessarily to the specific performances of individual Kadayan and Barunay as representative
members of these two ethnic groups. This qualification is important because many individuals have competence in both subdialects and switch codes often. Many, if not most speakers can identify particular utterances as "Kadayan" or "Baruny" if asked to do so (see Maxwell 1980:Appendix).

SYNCHRONIC EVIDENCE

The evidence to be considered concerns primarily root medial h, with some attention to word medial h occurring at morpheme boundaries. There are a number of reasons for making this choice. In word final and root final positions, the occurrence of h is least problematic. Kadayan exhibits a clear set of phonologically significant contrasts between -Vh, -Vh, and -V (e.g., patik 'I--when addressing the Sultan', patik 'A TRADITIONAL RITUAL OFFICE', pati 'box, chest', balak 'break in two', bala 'affliction', galak 'embrace', paluh 'perspiration', palu 'sago-pith (chopper)'). In utterance final position, -Vh is always realized phonetically as -V. Word final h in utterance medial position participates in a number of morphophonemic shifts which are too numerous to examine exhaustively here. Some of these will be discussed below. Generally speaking, in initial position h Vh ~ Vh, and contrasts with Vh (e.g., haraq ~ araq 'charcoal', karan 'later', hilay ~ laca 'lose', slah 'food processing plant'; hulu ~ ulu 'upsteam', kulu 'k.o. bird, the Giant Pitta; but also *hucir/hucir < ucli 'cat', *halah/kaelah < alah 'be defeated, lose'). In utterance initial position, Vh ~ Vh is always realized as Vh.

At this point it is important to understand how the data cited herein were collected. Unless otherwise qualified, all of the forms derive from overheard natural speech in conversations among Kadayan. They do not derive from elicited answers to questions about sound shape, meaning, or phonological and lexical alternation. These distinctions are important for two reasons. First, the data exhibiting phonological variation are not contrived, that is, they do not represent responses to questions such as, "Is it possible to say x?". Second, due to the highly developed cultural patterns of politeness found in Southeast Asia generally, and among Malay speakers specifically, it is often difficult to determine if an informant is applying his native speaker faculties critically in responding to questions about permissible variations between alternating linguistic forms.

Phonological Characteristics of h

As a preliminary to the rest of this discussion, it will be useful to describe the phonetic characteristics of the Kadayan glottal fricative first. For purposes of succinctness I utilize a traditional structuralist statement of allophonic and free variation within a phoneme class.

\( h / t [n] \) voiced glottal fricative, occasionally with a voiceless onset, occurring

1. in medial position, intervocally, /bahay/ [ /ha.8a.j/] 'a.k.o. woven basket', /tharap/ [ /r4,na.d.t.a.p/] 'fall down prone', /mahadap/ [ /ma,na.d.t.a.p/] 'comememorously greet the Sultan'
lexemes informants accepted commuted forms, differing only in the substitution of \( \text{h} \) for \( \text{r} \), intervocally, as the same. Some examples are \( \text{pa} \text{a} \text{t} \quad \text{pahat} \quad \text{'chisel'} \), \( \text{ja} \text{a} \text{t} \quad \text{jahat} \quad \text{'evil, naughty'} \), \( \text{nu} \text{u} \text{u} \quad \text{nuhun} \quad \text{'proximal end, tree'} \), \( \text{yu} \text{u} \text{u} \quad \text{muhun} \quad \text{'yonder'} \), \( \text{ba} \text{u} \text{u} \quad \text{bahu} \quad \text{'shoulder'} \), \( \text{ta} \text{a} \text{n} \quad \text{tahan} \quad \text{'endure'} \), \( \text{pa} \text{a} \text{a} \text{g} \quad \text{pahag} \quad \text{'taste of the pa alaban fruit'} \).

**Thematic -h- at Morpheme Boundaries**

In connected speech Kadayan exhibits a plethora of facultatively introduced \( \text{h} \) at intervocalic morpheme boundaries. The description of these events at the root initial boundary, while complex, is straightforward.

1. **Bound elements**, whether prefixes or initial stems in circumfixes, which in peninsular Malay have the shape \( \text{ba} \text{r} \text{-} \text{or} \text{pa} \text{r} \text{-} \), commonly occur without \( \text{r} \) in Kadayan; thus \( \text{ba} \text{-} \text{and} \text{pa} \text{-} \) (e.g., \( \text{ialan} \text{ 'walk, travel'} \), \( \text{bajalan} \text{ 'be walking, traveling'} \), \( \text{pajalanan} \text{ 'journey'} \). The situation is different, however, at the root final morpheme boundaries of derived forms. In this position, a facultative \( \text{h} \) is introduced before postposed bound elements, whether suffixes or final items in circumfixes, which have an initial vowel or a phonological alternate with an initial vowel. An \( \text{h} \) is not introduced if the root ends in a consonant, or if a phonological alternate of a postposed bound element begins with a consonant. A similar phenomenon in which \( \text{h} \) acts as a sandhi consonant in Tagalog has been noted by Dyen (1947:55, 1953:29). Blust underscores Dyen's suspicion that suffixial \( \text{h} \) in Tg. has been generalized to roots in which it has no etymological basis (1976:729).

The postposed elements in question are \( \text{a} \text{n} \) and \( \text{a} \text{kan} \), corresponding to the Peninsular Malay forms \( \text{a} \text{n} \) and \( \text{a} \text{kan} \), respectively. (The element signifying all future action—for Peninsular Malay, a kan, and in Kadayan, kan \( \text{a} \text{kan} \text{, but usually the former is a different morpheme, and should not be confused with the examples under discussion here.} \) Thus in derivations with the element \( \text{a} \text{g} \), we find \( \text{tanda} \text{ 'sign, indication'}, \text{patandahan} \text{ padi 'natural occurrences signifying the beginning of the rice cultivation season'} \).

**Lexical -h-**

After citing a number of examples, Kimball offers a number of generalizations to explain the "loss" or retention of \( \text{h} \) in Brunei Malay, depending on the different phonological environments in which it is found (1979:40-41). These explanations, however, suffer from being either imprecisely stated, or easily disprovable. While the examples are given which purportedly reflect the well-known loss of \( \text{h} \) as the reflex of a laryngeal reconstructed for proto-Austronesian (see Dyen 1953, 1971), and others having uncertain etymologies in which \( \text{h} \) simply drops out, it is not always clear which generalization is applicable to some of the examples cited (e.g., Kimball 1979:40).

The difficulties for any explanation of the loss or retention of \( \text{h} \) based on types of phonological environments are the following. Kadayan has only three phonologically contrastive vowels: a high front, a low central, \( \text{a} \), and a high back, \( \text{u} \), giving total of only nine possibly different intervocalic environments. Lexeme internal \( \text{h} \) occurs in all of these.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pbit</td>
<td>'pinch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pihat</td>
<td>'see'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mhun</td>
<td>'fried noodles'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pitt</td>
<td>'pinch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piut</td>
<td>'opium'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>niat</td>
<td>'vow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>niut</td>
<td>'tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piai</td>
<td>'lawn'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piat</td>
<td>'lawn'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piut</td>
<td>'ocean'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the same environments in other lexemes, or in phonologically alternate versions of lexemes with \( \text{h} \), the \( \text{h} \) is absent.

The situation is different, however, at the root final morpheme boundaries of derived forms. In this position, a facultative \( \text{h} \) is introduced before postposed bound elements, whether suffixes or final items in circumfixes, which have an initial vowel or a phonological alternate with an initial vowel. An \( \text{h} \) is not introduced if the root ends in a consonant, or if a phonological alternate of a postposed bound element begins with a consonant. A similar phenomenon in which \( \text{h} \) acts as a sandhi consonant in Tagalog has been noted by Dyen (1947:55, 1953:29). Blust underscores Dyen's suspicion that suffixial \( \text{h} \) in Tg. has been generalized to roots in which it has no etymological basis (1976:729).
Whether a two syllable form contains an intervocalic h, a diphthong, or as both shapes as alternates, appears to be purely a lexical characteristic. Some examples occur both with and without -h (e.g., bahik to bahy 'good', tabih to tabi 'toel', tabuh to tabu 'know (facts)', tua to tua 'old (animate)', rubih to rubit 'woodpecker', tabhit to tabit 'see', but with apparently no CahuC *CawC. Other examples seem to occur only without -h (e.g., kayn 'cloth', lawk 'fish', tuaa 'pour', guik 'sauce', lir 'wild', slit 'small shrimp net'). Still others occur evidently only with -h (e.g., lahir 'be born', sihat 'healthy', tuba *tua 'old', d'ait 'sew', baw 'smell').

Generally speaking Kadayan (K.) reflects the expectable Malay inheritances of the Proto-Austronesian laryngeals, as reconstructed by Dyen (1965, 1971). Thus we find for *q: Xqimpun, K. him un 'gather', *puqayu [ ], K. buhaya 'crocodile', *juaq, K. miuah 'vomit'; for *q: Xqiu, K. hidur 'nose', *peraq u, K. parahu 'boat', buaq, K. busa 'fruit' for *Q, *paq, i[C ]], K. pahit 'bitter', *paq, paq, K. palapap 'palm fronds'; for *Q, 1 [d] , K. darah 'blood'; for *Q *3: *buluhu, K. buhah 'bamboo'; for *hu *dahun, K. dawn 'leaf'; for *h: *h1 almipir, K. hampir 'near'; for *h: *h2 qag in, K. a in 'wind', for *h1 *h3 ahdanp, K. ma-hdah 'to face'; for *hu: *h3 atur, K. haty 'to arrange'; for *H: *beH1 [ ], (K. bGl [ 'female'], *barH1 [ ], K. barb 'ember'; for *x1: *x1 apuy, K. api 'fire'; for *x2: *x2 apat, K. ampat 'four'; for *x1: *x1i, K. mliipi 'dream', *1 [do ] aqeiX, K. dahi 'forehead'; and for *x: *xenem, K. anam 'six', *ka'en, K. ma ian 'eat'.

Earlier Dyen (1953) had cited a number of Peninsular Malay forms having medial h on the basis of its preservation in Malay orthography (e.g., bahu 'shoulder', tuha 'old', jahet 'sew', pahet 'bitter'), whereas Dempwolff (1938), in his original PAN reconstructions, had utilized Malay evidence which lacked medial h (e.g., tua 'old', d'ait 'sew', paeit 'bitter'). A critic objected to his practice of utilizing only orthographic indications of -h- in lieu of phonological evidence (Uhlenbeck 1955-56). Dyen, however, was later able to justify his earlier decision about Malay by citing confirming evidence from Banjaranese. It is remarkable that Kadayan exhibits the same well-marked and unmistakable h in medial and initial positions in the same forms which Dyen found for Banjaranese (1971:39-40); i.e., K. jahet 'sew', tuha 'old', dahi 'forehead', pahit 'bitter', tahun 'year', buhaya 'crocodile'; harus 'tidal bore', haluf 'boat', haji 'liver', hatap 'root', hubi 'yam', hidur 'live', hutan 'woods', buhan 'rain'. It may be noted that Dyen's reconstructions and interpretations of the PAN laryngeals have been confirmed by additional evidence not examined by him in 1953, as Blust has pointed out (1976:231, 1978:470), thus vitiating the objections of earlier critics.

CONCLUSION

The evidence of Kadayan shows clearly that the glottal fricative is not being lost from the Brunei dialect of Malay. It is a prominent phonetic property of Kadayan speech utterances. Consequently Kimball's claims regarding the loss of -h- can apply only to the Barunay subdialect of the Brunei dialect of Malay. It is probably an oversimplification to pose this question in terms of the "loss" of h in Brunei Malay. Kadayan h is best described by a series of obligatory and lexically-specified optional rules which account for the large amount of variation in the phonetic and phonological representations of this dialect (Maxwell n.d.).

DIACRONIC EVIDENCE

Generally speaking Kadayan (K.) reflects the expectable Malay inheritances of the Proto-Austronesian laryngeals, as reconstructed by Dyen (1965, 1971). Thus we find for *q: Xqimpun, K. him un 'gather', *puqayu [ ], K. buhaya 'crocodile', *juaq, K. miuah 'vomit'; for *q: Xqiu, K. hidur 'nose', *peraq u, K. parahu 'boat', buaq, K. busa 'fruit' for *Q, *paq, i[C ]], K. pahit 'bitter', *paq, paq, K. palapap 'palm fronds'; for *Q, 1 [d] , K. darah 'blood'; for *Q *3: *buluhu, K. buhah 'bamboo'; for *hu *dahun, K. dawn 'leaf'; for *h: *h1 almipir, K. hampir 'near'; for *h: *h3 qag in, K. a in 'wind', for *h1 *h3 ahdanp, K. ma-hdah 'to face'; for *hu: *h3 atur, K. haty 'to arrange'; for *H: *beH1 [ ], (K. bGl [ 'female'], *barH1 [ ], K. barb 'ember'; for *x1: *x1 apuy, K. api 'fire'; for *x2: *x2 apat, K. ampat 'four'; for *x1: *x1i, K. mliipi 'dream', *1 [do ] aqeiX, K. dahi 'forehead'; and for *x: *xenem, K. anam 'six', *ka'en, K. ma ian 'eat'.

Earlier Dyen (1933) had cited a number of Peninsular Malay forms having medial h on the basis of its preservation in Malay orthography (e.g., bahu 'shoulder', tuha 'old', jahet 'sew', pahet 'bitter'), whereas Dempwolff (1938), in his original PAN reconstructions, had utilized Malay evidence which lacked medial h (e.g., tua 'old', d'ait 'sew', paeit 'bitter'). A critic objected to his practice of utilizing only orthographic indications of -h- in lieu of phonological evidence (Uhlenbeck 1955-56). Dyen, however, was later able to justify his earlier decision about Malay by citing confirming evidence from Banjaranese. It is remarkable that Kadayan exhibits the same well-marked and unmistakable h in medial and initial positions in the same forms which Dyen found for Banjaranese (1971:39-40); i.e., K. jahet 'sew', tuha 'old', dahi 'forehead', pahit 'bitter', tahun 'year', buhaya 'crocodile'; harus 'tidal bore', haluf 'boat', haji 'liver', hatap 'root', hubi 'yam', hidur 'live', hutan 'woods', buhan 'rain'. It may be noted that Dyen's reconstructions and interpretations of the PAN laryngeals have been confirmed by additional evidence not examined by him in 1953, as Blust has pointed out (1976:231, 1978:470), thus vitiating the objections of earlier critics.

CONCLUSION

The evidence of Kadayan shows clearly that the glottal fricative is not being lost from the Brunei dialect of Malay. It is a prominent phonetic property of Kadayan speech utterances. Consequently Kimball's claims regarding the loss of -h- can apply only to the Barunay subdialect of the Brunei dialect of Malay. It is probably an oversimplification to pose this question in terms of the "loss" of h in Brunei Malay. Kadayan h is best described by a series of obligatory and lexically-specified optional rules which account for the large amount of variation in the phonetic and phonological representations of this dialect (Maxwell n.d.).
and detail than is necessary for present purposes—to establish that h is not being lost from Brunei Kadayan, and that Kadayan is better understood as an h-preserving Malay dialect. Generative phonological theory will also provide a perspective to assess the view that Malay h "... is losing its phonemic character..." (Dahl 1973:35). (See key following conclusion.)

5. Occurrence of this thematic h in Tagalog has presented certain problems for the reconstruction of the PAN laryngeals when the character of the Tagalog evidence is critical (cf. Blust 1969:92-93, 100 n 11).

6. Kadayan and Banjarese are typologically very similar Malay dialects. In addition to their agreement on modern reflexes of the PAN laryngeals, both exhibit the same three-vowel system of i, a, and u, which lacks a phonologically (but not phonetically) distinct schwa (cf. Ras 1968). There are additional shared phonological and lexical similarities which seem to distinguish these two Borneo dialects from Malay dialects found elsewhere. Some examples include

---

TRADITIONAL MIGRATION IN BORNEO: THE KENYAH CASE

A. J. Guerreiro and B. J. L. Sellato
(CeDrasemi Paris)

INTRODUCTION

In 1978 a paper in Indonesian by Jan Zwirs, a Dutch missionary of the Holy Family Mission (MSF), was published in Samarinda in the Catholic bulletin KONTAK, under the original title "Perpindahan orang Long Sungai Barang ke Ritan baru." It recounts the long and difficult migration undertaken in 1978 by a group of 170 people with all their belongings, as the newcomers' headmen told it to Father Zwirs in Ritan (see Map 1). We are presenting here a translation of this paper because we consider this text to be an important human and ethnographic document, of a kind rarely reported by anthropologists.

Later we provide some comments on the events described in the text and some tentative explanations as to what migrations were in the past and what they are today. Finally, on the basis of tables showing published or unpublished population figures, we estimate the flux of people, especially various Kenyah sub-groups, who, since the beginning of this century, have left Apo Kayan and entered the Mahakam River drainage basin (see Map 2).
The Migration of the People of Long Sungai Barang to Ritan Baru

1. The Kenyah Leave Their Homeland

In Kalimantan there are quite a few areas far inland which cannot be easily reached. One of these is the Apokayan Plateau close to Sarawak, the homeland of the large Kenyah tribe. Because of its remoteness, the Kenyah have no marketplace for their farm products and all manufactured goods such as gasoline, salt, soap, cloth have to be brought in from afar on a long and dangerous route and are thus very expensive. Furthermore, there are no colleges, hospitals, oil or timber companies.

For a long time they had felt like leaving their homeland and moving toward the modern world. The first group, the Uma'Timai, moved over the watershed to the Belayan River at the beginning of this century. But the bulk of these migrations took place during the last ten years, and by now (1978) thousands of Kenyah have left Apokayan.

Long Sungai Barang was until 1968 one of the biggest settlements on Apokayan. Then a few families dared leave and settle at Ritan, on the Belayan River (some 350 km from Samarinda), after a walk lasting several months across the mountains. The land there was fertile and not overcrowded.

A few more families who had left Apokayan earlier but had not yet settled, joined them, and, by the beginning of 1973, 300 Kenyah were living at Ritan. In 1972, a large group left Long Sungai Barang and moved over to Ritan, paddling down the perilous rapid-broken Boh and Mahakam Rivers. This year the total population is over 1000 persons.

Then the provincial government launched a resettlement program and Ritan became a district by itself, with its own council, and it received technical instruction by a staff of government advisors for health, agriculture, plantations, etc. During the following years, the people of Ritan were busy building houses, a school, a meeting hall, a medical center, streets, a bridge, a church, while still working at their basic farming occupations. Another group left Long Sungai Barang in August 1977 for Ritan and the following story may give an idea of their long and difficult migration.

2. From Long Sungai Barang (LSB) to Lebusan:

One hundred and seventy persons, old and young, male and female, left in August 1977, under the leadership of Amai Pajak (father of Pajak). Prior to leaving they had built five 12-meter long canoes on the upper Boh river and had left them at Dumu, a one-day walk from LSB. Then, after all their valuable goods and heirlooms, (such as jars, gongs, sewing-machines, coffers, cooking implements, tools and also rice supplies) had
Ritan went up the Belayan with more than one ton of rice to meet the group. A sad event befell the group at Temaru: one of the four women who had given birth at Lebusan died, leaving her husband and seven little children. After the burial, Amai Pajak and his group began their long walk across to the Belayan River.

4. Across the Mountains from Temaru to Belayan:

The five boats were abandoned at Temaru. While the five men were on their way to Ritan, the other strong and resistant men of the group began to carry the goods and luggage overland, at the same time clearing the path. The first day, they stopped at 2 p.m. and built a rough hut where they left the luggage; then they went back to Temaru. The following days they repeated the same process until all luggage had reached the hut. Only then the group left Temaru. The men who had carried the luggage were now carrying cooking implements, food, sleeping mats and a few old persons who could not walk. The whole group walked past the hut and stopped at the end of the afternoon to build a large camp like the one in Temaru. The next day the men went back to the hut, took the luggage and carried it past the camp to a place farther where they built another hut.

So the group moved on, up and down the mountains, across marshes, along small streams, harassed by thousands of mosquitoes and leeches. They also had to build bridges to get across three larger streams. While the group was at the third camp, the five men who had been sent to Ritan arrived, along with the 32 men from Ritan and some rice. The rest of the rice had been left here and there on the path between Belayan and the third camp so that the group could pick it up easily whenever needed. There were thus more men who could carry luggage, so the rest of the trip should have been faster. During this leg of the journey, some people died, and some babies were born.

At the sixth camp an old woman died and the second day after the burial the group was again on its way. At the seventh camp an old man also died. These two elders had had to be carried on other people's backs since LSB, but it was sad that they were not able to see the place they were heading for. During the walk between the seventh and eighth camps, they had to seek shelter in the hut because of heavy rains and there a woman gave birth to a baby girl who was later given the name of Maria Icin.

5. At Last They Arrive:

From the sixth camp they had sent again four men to Ritan to tell the people there that the group was approaching the Belayan River. The Ritan people were busy gathering rice and buying gasoline, and, after one week, 63 men from Ritan went up river on board 33 canoes equipped with engines, bringing 750 kg of rice. After two and a half days of navigation, they reached the place where they had to leave their boats, on the Upper
Belayan River. Seventeen of them stayed there to build a large camp and watch the canoes. The other men went overland and met Amai Pajak's group after a one-day walk. The following day everybody walked down to the place where the canoes had been left and spent the night there, at the ninth and last camp which had been prepared for them.

From there they took the canoes down to Pedohon, whose population had previously come from Long Sungai Barang and presumably preferred to stay at Pedohon as a small group rather than to join the people of Ritan, for fear that the farming land around Ritan would be rapidly exhausted after a few years because of such a large population. For the same reason another group from Long Sungai Barang had chosen to settle at Alan.

At last this group, who had left Long Sungai Barang in the middle of August 1977, reached their destination by the middle of May 1978. They were received by the people of Ritan with great joy for they had not met since 1968 or 1972.

This trip took them no less than nine months because of various events such as diseases or deaths, but mostly because of frequent floods. They had been lucky to receive so much help from the people of Lebusan and Punan-Top, and they achieved their long and difficult journey safely, thanks to the help from their relatives in Ritan Baru.

The following night the population of Ritan Baru and the newcomers thanked God together for having protected the group the way He had protected the Tribes of Israel long ago in their journey to the Promised Land. Then welcoming rituals performed and finally dances were performed, those artistic manifestations of the Kenyah, where even the author was not left out and had to show what he could do. I prayed to God that those people who had just moved may find in this village the peaceful and prosperous life they had been hoping for.

NOTES OF THE TRANSLATORS

1. Thus no salaried jobs are available. A physician has been based in Long Nawang since 1981, but transportation from other villages to Long Nawang is not easy.

2. See Table of Kenyah sub-groups.

3. Cafmat: head of district. Selected locations for important resettlements are given a special cafmat RESPEK during the period of the resettlement program, then the village is normally incorporated as a desa (village) into a kecamatan (district).

4. The Dutch introduced the use of large metal tins for carrying and storing paddy and rice. Such a tin (East-Kalimantan lingua franca belék) holds about 13 kg of paddy or about 15 kg of pounded rice and its lid is waterproof. It can also be used for sugar.

5. Temaru: Rhinoceros (Didermocerus sumatrensis, Fischer).

6. The route crosses a large basaltic plateau, very flat and marshy, called Apo Kiau (Plateau of the Kiau River).

7. They are 'long-tail' engines, locally called ketinting or ces.

8. At the confluence of the Tepele' River. Upstream from there, canoes cannot be used up the Belayan River.

9. According to our data, the Kenyah in Pedohon are Uma'Timai and not Uma'Tukung: this very fact could be the actual reason for their reluctance to join the people in Ritan.

10. In the village of Batu Majang, on the Alan River. These Uma'Tukung had come down the Boh river to the Upper Mahakam. In Batu Majang are also found a large number of Uma'Baka and three Uma'Timai families.

After having read this account, we now realize that the planning and logistics for such a mass migration are not easy tasks. After the decision of moving has been made (we shall see below why and how), all the families involved in the migration commence working a much larger plot of land than usual. They may take a year or two until the rice supply is considered sufficient to begin the journey. Then a date is set for the departure. On the middle and lower course of main rivers, swidden cultivation begins with the slashing of the undergrowth in May-June and ends in January-February or sometimes March. We would then expect the people to try to complete their trip between March and May (actually a journey such as the one described above could have been completed in less than three months), so that they could begin their new agricultural year on time. But in elevated plateau areas, like Apo Kayan, the rice cycle is longer and thus the harvest may last until the end of May (Coller 1983).

In any case, the March to May period is usually rainy, and the rivers flood and the jungles are not practicable.

The people of Long Sungai Barang chose to leave in August, which is the dry season, the period when they usually burn the fields (July-August). The rivers are at their lowest, paddling and walking are easy. Leaving in August, the moving group should be ideally self-sufficient in rice until they can harvest a crop at their new village, one and a half years later. Their relatives in Ritan had probably also cultivated larger rice-fields than usual in the meantime to meet the newcomers' needs.

Before leaving, the people of Long Sungai Barang had to build canoes to be ready for them over the watershed. The making of five twelve-meter dugouts may well keep twenty men busy for more than a month, maybe two months (that is between the end of harvest and the departure). We have seen in Father Zwirs' text how they move: first the goods, then the people, both by boat and on foot; how they utilize an interesting
system of alternating resting places and storage huts; how they send people ahead to call for help from their relatives over in Ritan and how the last leg of the journey is organized.

It appears that, mainly due to unexpected floods, their journey was delayed several times. The first time was in Long Lebusan. The Uma'Tau of Long Lebusan and Lisi are, like the Uma'Tukung of Long Sungai Barang and the Uma'Bakung of Mahak, under the authority of the Uma'Tau (or Lepo' Tau) rajah (paran bio) of Long Nawang. In spite of differences in language and former long-lasting enmities, they are all Kenyah and now help one another. So the migrating people, stuck there because of the flood, obtained paddy in return for their work in their fellow Kenyah's fields.

The Punan-Top (a sub-group of the Lisum), living in Long-Top, are direct vassals to the village rajah (paran Endo) of Long Lebusan and could not refuse to help the migrants if the rajah had ordered them to do so, to the point of giving them more than what was due.

Holding together a large group in difficult circumstances is a challenge to a leader. It appears that a party of about twenty (personal data) split off from the group led by Anai Pajak (it seems that his name is actually Ajak, or PE Ajak, PE being a contraction of Puj, grand-father, and a respectful address to an elder) and went straight down to Batu Majang, where other Uma'Tukung were already living. Similarly it is reported that the Uma'Sulan from Long Ampung on their way down the Boh River in 1974 split up into two groups: one led by Kepala Kampung Udou went to Data Bilang, while the other led by the Kepala Atda went to Long Segar.

In an appendix, we provide tables of population figures for Kenyah (and some Kayan) newcomers' villages in the Mahakam basin. These sometimes contradictory figures nevertheless enable a gross estimate of the migrations from the Apo Kayan (Kabupaten Bungan) to the Mahakam River Basin (Kab. Kutai). Although incomplete and inaccurate, the data are striking: between ten and thirteen thousand people have poured into Kab. Kutai, among whom about ten thousand over the last fifteen years, and the process is still going on. Another table shows the absolute decline of total population in the Apo Kayan area: there are 8,000 still living there, while the Kenyah total over 20,000 in the Mahakam area.

The Kenyah migratory process might well be the major movement of population in Borneo since the Kayan and Modang groups left the Apo Kayan area during the 18th century (excepting the Iban penetration into Sarawak and the recent Javanese immigration).

What are the reasons for such a massive process that began around 1900? Before the migratory wave of the late 1960's, migration could have been caused by quarrelling and even wars between Kenyah sub-groups over territories for instance, or for political leadership, or by the splitting process of large villages (Ap) consisting of several longhouses (uma). Fission then occurred mainly because of competition for leadership between families of high aristocrats (paran). It seems that the need for new farm land has never really been an actual reason for Kenyah moves out of the Apo Kayan, for this area still provides plenty of good land.

It is easier to figure out the current reasons for such a move. A new stimulus is now at work, namely the attraction to economic networks. Transportation is easy between new village sites and the towns of Kab. Kutai, so trading and shopping activities are stimulated and products are easily marketed. Facilities also play a key role now: schooling (SMP, SMA) and medical care, for instance, are more readily available in the middle Mahakam area. Furthermore, the prices for the basic staples (sembilan bahan pokok) may, in remote upstream villages, be five- to twenty-fold those in Samarinda. The possibility even for unskilled workers to find a salaried job in a timber company is also a very strong incentive. The middle Mahakam area has become a melting pot, with upriver people moving downstream and Muslims (Bugis, Kutai, Banjar) moving upstream from the coast. Cash economy now prevails and upriver people are well aware of it. They wish to become more involved in the economy of their region and benefit from development programs. The Indonesian Government encourages them in this respect. Furthermore, the provincial government, with its RESPEN (Resetelmen Penduduk, or Population Resettlement) program, provides special administrative structures and facilities for new village sites, at the same time managing to gather formerly scattered populations.

Concerning Kayan migrations, J. Rousseau (1978) says, "Wars seem to have been both a cause and a consequence of migration." Let us try to determine how an ethnic group colonizes a new river basin. Of those Kayan who split up and left Apo Kayan, a group went over to the upper Mahakam. We have read of invasion, of 'conquest'. The Kayan certainly had to capture the upper Mahakam area from its inhabitants (numerous but apparently not warlike groups related to the present Ot-Danum and Tunjing). The Kayan are famous warriors, and some of these Ot-Danum and Tunjing fled down the Mahakam, some fled over to the Barito and the rest were enslaved and assimilated by the Kayan who controlled the whole course of the Mahakam upstream from the rapids. Then came the Bahau and Busang groups (also Kayan s.l.), also from Apo Kayan. The Bahau only had to force the remainder of the autochthonous population farther down the Mahakam, while the Busang had the Kayan make room for them. The Long-Gelat, arriving in the Mahakam later, gathered most of the Busang
Once a bridgehead is established and a continuous flow of newcomers strengthens the group settled on a new river basin, a new type of pressure begins on the next group downstream; an economic and demographic pressure. The weapon for conquest is no longer the mandau or the sumpit (although they may be used in some cases), but a high population growth, linked to a high standard of farming. The sheer number of the Kenyah on the upper Belayan and the number of their offspring, related to the size of their swiddens and the huge amount of their paddy supplies might have been enough to force the Modang as far downstream as Kec. Kembang Janggut. It may be that the same process explains the earlier Bahau expansion down the middle Mahakam at the expense of the Tunjung-Benua' groups.

Today the Kenyah expansion goes on without violence. The Kenyah are massively colonizing the Mahakam. Kenyah, like Kayan, have a strongly stratified society, but while middle Mahakam Bahau society has been slowly disintegrating, especially during the last half-century, location in a remote upriver area has preserved this feature in the social organization of the Kenyah. When moving to new areas of settlement, they maintain their socio-political unity, where the power of traditional headmen is not challenged. While Bahau society gives way to individualistic attitudes and a clear weathering of traditional power, the Kenyah decision-making process is still firmly controlled by a council of elders and high aristocrats and this very fact holds together the community and gives Kenyah an advantage over their Dayak and Muslim neighbours. Gregarious, hard-working, excellent farmers, the Kenyah appear to be also an enterprising and pragmatic people. Their villages form by and large the biggest mono-ethnic Dayak settlements on the Mahakam basin (Ritan Baru, Data Bilang, Long Segar), at places bigger than the local district head-village. These villages attract markets, shops, companies, and attract also population from smaller surrounding villages and assimilate them. Although not the numerically dominant ethnic group, the Kenyah are, by their sense of unity and their economic dynamism, a major Dayak entity in Kab. Kutai, especially if they prove as successful at wet rice cultivation, (which the government is now promoting), as they are at swiddens.

Notes:
2. The total number of Kenyah in East-Kalimantan (all three Kabupaten) is estimated at 32,000 to 40,000 (Whittier, 1973, 13-15; Conley, 1976, 15).
4. See Jessup, 1981, 23-25; Colfer (1983, 84) stresses the flexibility, creativity, rationality and opportunism of (these) rural people.
5. Resettlement programs in East-Kalimantan, begun in 1971 and aimed at 'stabilizing' Dayak swidden cultivators, are considered a potential threat to the primary forest, as timber is one of the major economic resources of this province. But in 1972 the provincial government launched a new policy to prevent border areas (daerah perbatasan) from being deserted. People must stay in their districts (kecamatan), where local village regrouping is advocated. However, Kenyah people tend to move out without permission to downriver areas where RESPEN programs take care of them upon arrival. See T.A.D., 1977, 74-84.


7. See Swart, 1906, 29. The hostility between Kenyah Uma'Kulit and Modang was long lasting. The Uma'Kulit and Uma'Jalan moving over in the late 1960's to Long Segar and Long Noran had to make a formal peace with the Modang at Ben Has (upper Telen River) before continuing their journey downstream.

8. Wherever ecological conditions are propitious to wet rice cultivation. In some areas it has proven less rewarding than swidden cultivation. See Colfer, 1980, 2-3; 1983, 81.


Notes to Tables I and 2

1. Leaving from Long Sungai Barang, these Uma'Tukung lived at Long Mijut (lower Boh River), before settling at Batu Majang, on the Alan River. They were recently (1983) resettled by the administration at Muara Alan. A Uma'Timai group from Long Huroh has lived at Batu Majang from 1925, to 1965-67, when they left to join another Uma'Timai group at Beluk Sen, on the Belayan. Only three Uma'Timai families have stayed at Batu Majang until now.

2. The Uma'Sialan group from Long Ampung stayed one year at Data Bunyoh (lower Boh), where they numbered 642 (1971), and gathered with the Bahau and Bekumpai of Lutan. The Uma'Bakung from Long Metulang lived some time with the Bahau and the Punan-Ratah at Muara Ratah, then joined the Uma'Sialan to found Data Bilang (over 3,000 persons in 1983), while the remaining population at Muara Ratah (which still holds a status desa) numbers 120.

3. Several groups have come since the first settlement in 1970 (see Jan Zwirs's document). The total population is approaching 3,500 (1983).

4. This Uma'Timai group was previously known as Uma'Bekuai, for it inhabited a village of this name on the Bengen River. The present village is located at the confluence of the Bengen and Belayan Rivers.

5. This group, coming from Long Jemahang (Tanah Putih) was known as Kenyah Long Pujiain, from the name of their village before they moved to nearby Uma'Dian.

6. A group of about 40 Uma'Tau from Long Lebusan arrived in 1983.
Table 3: Tumoral Metastasis in the Male genital region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Tumoral Metastasis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Tumoral Metastasis in the Female genital region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Tumoral Metastasis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data collected from medical records, 1976.
I want to talk about those patterns of culture and history in Brunei that are most likely to affect Brunei's future. The principal long-term elements of Brunei's heritage are Islam, monarchy, hereditary rank, and ethnic plurality. The most important short-term elements are small size, extraordinary wealth, and the impact of British colonialism; the last three, short-term elements are hard to separate from each other.

**ISLAM**

Shortly after Malacca was taken by the Portuguese, in 1511, it was reported that the Brunei ruler, hitherto a pagan but having many Muslim subjects, converted to Islam. Other lines of documentary and epigraphical evidence show or strongly suggest that Islam was present in Brunei a century or two earlier, and at least some Bruneis understand their own traditions to indicate conversion of the ruler well before the arrival of the Portuguese in Southeast Asia. It is quite certain that in the 1500s the Bruneis proselytized vigorously, particularly in the southern Philippines. While many Bruneis acknowledge a pagan background for their kingdom, and all acknowledge that many of their ancestral groups were pagan, the general opinion is that Brunei has been Muslim for a very long time. The identification with Islam is unequivocal.

Brunei has been the only officially Islamic state in Southeast Asia in recent times; I presume it remains an Islamic state after independence. This has two important implications. For one, it imposes the problem of enforcing Islamic law, probably more on a par with the situation in the Near East than in the other countries in Southeast Asia that are predominantly but not officially Muslim (i.e. Indonesia and Malaysia). The problem develops, on the one hand, from the differing degrees of orthodoxy among Muslims in Brunei. While there are few if any genuinely skeptical Brunei Muslims, many of those who have been educated abroad practice a form of Islam seen as offensively lax by the more orthodox or conservative. The less orthodox object to curbs on their eating and drinking habits, for example, but the orthodox insist that government must regulate restaurants in such a manner that no Muslim could have the opportunity of violating Muslim food and drink prohibitions in public. On the other hand, the problem arises between the Muslims and the others living in the State, sometimes over the same issues, for example, the regulation of eating establishments. I should add that this problem is not peculiar to Brunei: in Malaysia or Indonesia the same problems take the form of demands that the state become officially Muslim, so that enforcing Muslim law will be a constitutional requirement. It might be said that such matters as the regulation of restaurants are not really significant, but sometimes the issues are larger. For example, being a Muslim confers distinct advantages in Brunei law, such as the privilege enjoyed only by Muslims to serve in the Brunei Malay Regiment.

The second implication of Brunei being an independent and officially Muslim state is that there is now increasing pressure on Malaysia and Indonesia to become officially Muslim, pressure that has led to serious friction even before the Brunei precedent. There could conceivably be a sort of contest between the Muslim elements of Brunei, Malaysia, Indonesia, and even the Philippines, each trying to be more Muslim than the other.

**MONARCHY**

In Brunei tradition Islam and monarchy are closely connected: their very first ruler was converted to Islam (and there was no State before there was a ruler). According to Chinese records, however, the monarchy in Brunei goes back to the tenth century. For the considerable majority of
Brunelis their country is almost unthinkable as anything but a monarchy (we might note that the word for state in Malay, kerajaan, is equivalent to kingdom). I have found no trace of formal democratic institutions in Brunei society or history, even at the village level. There is no clear evidence of a regular state council in pre-colonial Brunei, although the ideal of consultation was well-established. There were certain limitations on the monarch, in addition to those materially imposed by the very limited resources at his command. For example, he alone appointed all (or most) offices, but he had to make his choices from specific sectors of the populace. Traditionally, he seemed almost never to demote his appointees. His ability to interfere in the domains of great nobles, who controlled much of Brunei's territory and people, was very limited. Finally, the idea that the ruler should not oppress the people (and that they should not rebel) was well understood—although without the right to rebel against an oppressive ruler this limitation was essentially moral only.

In the colonial period the Sultan's powers greatly circumscribed vis-a-vis the British Resident, but vis-a-vis his inferiors, noble and commoner alike, his powers greatly increased. In the long run, monarchical power has been considerably augmented, though its authority may in fact be less now. The authority of the Sultan has been eroded in two ways. One is that western ideas, clearly enunciated as aims for Brunei in the final years of colonialism, have given some Bruneis a desire for democracy. The other is that some forms of Islam are democratic, and these forms have a considerable popular appeal among some Muslims today. While these Muslim democratic ideals are not necessarily anti-monarchic—sometimes they are not—they do imply a more limited role for the monarch, something less absolutist, more limited or constitutional. Thus although monarchy has deep roots in Brunei culture and history, it now exists under conditions quite dissimilar from those of the past.

**HEREDITARY RANK**

When the Brunei social system began to be understood by outsiders in the nineteenth century, Brunei was found to have a hereditary nobility (pengiran-pengiran). Chinese evidence suggests that it existed for centuries. The nobles had considerable power and authority, much of it retained at least until the 1960s. Since the 1960s there is some evidence that educated elements of the population, regardless of their birth rank, have moved into relatively high positions that in the past have been held largely by nobles. It is not at all clear whether this indicates a wider dispersal of power in Brunei society, or a narrowing of it by curbing those most likely to rival the Sultan's power. But it is my impression that rank-consciousness remains strong in Brunei. The Sultan's address to the 21st session of the State Legislative Council in late December, 1983, contained an admonition to "titled people to concentrate more on their duties and obligations to the State and not to be overconcerned with privileges, status and prestige" (Borneo Bulletin Dec. 24). This suggests that those with traditional rank are not all quietly accepting a new order.

An important test of the extent to which Brunei has been able to set aside the claims of noble descent, and in other ways escape from its past concern with traditional criteria of rank, is presumably taking place right now. For at least the last 130 years at every important governmental turning point—particularly at successions to the throne, but also when Brunei received internal independence in 1959—large numbers of persons were appointed to traditional offices (which are closely tied to traditional stratification) as part of the celebrations. Thus each change was an affirmation of the traditional patterns. As near as I could tell last summer, when I visited Brunei, there were no plans this time to rejuvenate the traditional system of offices, which, as is usual between turning points, has been in decline lately. If the traditional offices are not rejuvenated, it will mark a substantial decline in the power of traditionally titled persons, or persons who expect titles on traditional grounds. If the channels of vertical mobility are open, rank-consciousness need not be a bad thing at all, since it may all the more inspire people to achieve and rise.

This topic—rank in Brunei—is not likely to get much press inside or outside of Brunei, but I would not underestimate its importance to Brunei's internal stability.

**ETHNIC PLURALITY**

In Brunei tradition the state was ethnically plural from earliest times. There is no reason to doubt the tradition. In every period for which we have evidence it has been thus, and Brunei remains a plural society. They are not—in fact, they do imply a monothismus that there is a strong tendency for all the indigenous Muslim elements to identify as Malays (Melayu Brunei) rather than as Bruneis, Kedayans or whatever, and there is some tendency for the indigenous peoples to identify themselves in opposition to the immigrant groups: the Chinese on one hand (many of whom may have deep roots in Brunei) and on the other hand all the more or less temporary foreign residents of Brunei. While it is rarely if ever discussed in public, ethnic Bruneis—i.e. the bangsa Brunei, as opposed to the Kedayans, Tutongs, Belaits, etc.—are aware that they do not form a majority in the State, and probably never did.
The amalgamation of indigenous groups into a single ethnic group, often accompanied by conversions to Islam; and the status of those Chinese born in Brunei but lacking Brunei (or any other) citizenship, are the two aspects of ethnicity currently warranting the most attention.

THE SHORT TERM ELEMENTS: SIZE, WEALTH, AND COLONIALISM

Although Brunei is now a small country the memory of its one-time dominion over the peoples and territory included in the present-day states of Sarawak and Sabah, Malaysia, is quite strong in Brunei, and is not forgotten among its neighbors either. The indigenous Malays (including Kedayan) or Sarawak and Sabah are perhaps particularly mindful of the old connections between them and the Brunei Sultanate. Malays in Brunei are often tied by kinship to families in Sarawak and Sabah. These ties will increasingly remain an ingredient in the social, political, and economic life of the region.

Insofar as it makes sense to think of a Muslim, Malay-speaking population in northern Borneo that to some degree feels a sense of unity, its spiritual center may well be Brunei's capital. On the folk level the embodiment of this unity's center is Kampong Ayer, the collection of wards surviving from the old capital built over the water of the Brunei River. Kampong Ayer has long been the target of Malay immigration from Sarawak and Sabah, generally facilitated by kin ties. In turn, a great many Malays were resettled ashore from Kampong Ayer during the decades in which government attempted to eradicate the community. But more people came to replace them, so that Kampong Ayer grew faster than resettlement schemes could reduce it. No doubt Kampong Ayer will continue to grow, and continue to be a culturally vital part of Brunei.

The new capital, that is, the various structures built up on the land adjacent to the old capital, is both a folk and elite center. Parts of it undoubtedly look foreign from the viewpoint of Malay tradition, but parts of it have enormous symbolic value to the Bruneiis. The gold-domed mosque and new palace are tangible signs of Brunei's religion, government, and prosperity. All these are meaningful to the Bruneiis consciousness, and must also enhance whatever pan-north Bornean Malay feeling there may be.

But there is much in the capital to remind one of Brunei's long years under British control, and an even longer period of close ties with Britain. English is very widely spoken, many Bruneiis were educated in Britain, and virtually all the trappings of western civilization are available in Brunei. Moreover they are considered a normal part of life. Anti-British sentiment ran high in Brunei in the 1950s, and was still strong in the 1960s. And yet I don't think I ever personally heard a complaint about the various aspects of British or western culture. There are of course objections to alcoholic beverages and foods prepared in a non-Muslim way, and to immodest feminine attire or behavior, but there is nothing specifically anti-western in this. The westernization of Brunei is here to stay, though contacts with countries other than Britain are almost certain to become more important now.

Bruneiis are unquestionably able to afford western goods. Since 1929 Brunei's oil industry has been ever more profitable. After the Near Eastern oil embargo Brunei's wealth skyrocketed, so that it is now one of the few wealthiest countries in the world on a per-capita basis. Precisely how to best use the country's wealth, as a hedge against the time when the oil gives out, has been a vexing problem. Overseas investment currently brings in a considerable amount of the nation's revenues, and no doubt can be a source of income well into the future. But like other small countries living high on oil wealth, the expensive tastes now being acquired may become a problem in the future. Rather than wealth being a stimulus to sustainable development, it may be dissipated in showcase projects that in themselves are not profitable.

At present Brunei's small size has at least one benefit—the wealth need not be spread so far. But as recently as 1978 Brunei lived under a constant threat from its much larger neighbors (in that year Indonesia and Malaysia renounced any designs on Brunei, and subsequently invited Brunei into ASEAN). But when does a small, wealthy country ever entirely free itself of such threats? And while great wealth from oil presently obviates the problem, how does a small country establish a secure and self-sustaining economy? No one seems to know. There must scarcely pass a moment when Bruneiis do not wonder if one of the old patterns—that of a greater Brunei—might not be the long-term solution, but that pattern may well be gone forever.

CORRECTIONS

Please note the following corrections in Antonio J. Guerreiro's article, "A Note on Pronouns in the Long Galat and Busang Languages," (BRB 15:2):

p. 100
One should read he instead of he

p. 101-102
Kola instead of Kolen

p. 102
muyn instead of muilt

p. 103, 104 and 105
sombroek instead of sombroeck
The Long Galat terms are not well placed, they should be as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{samas6n oar} & \text{ koy} \\
\text{samaq ow} & \text{koy} \\
\text{sahula~z kay} \\
\end{align*}
\]

**BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS**

*Update on Linguistic Research in Sabah*

In the September 1980 (Vol. 12, No. 2) issue of the Borneo Research Bulletin, a brief report on "Linguistic Research in Sabah by the Summer Institute of Linguistics" was presented. In that report it was stated: "Four basic procedures are being employed by the institute to investigate the distinctiveness of the languages and dialects found in Sabah: (1) the collection and comparison of lexical items, (2) the study of ethnographic data, (3) intelligibility testing, and (4) in-depth studies of certain local dialects." The first and third of these procedures have been pursued extensively, and a collection of findings from field researchers has been submitted to Pacific Linguistics for publication.

The collection and comparison of lexical items has resulted in a lexico-statistic classification of the languages and dialects in Sabah by Kenneth D. Smith. Smith considers speech communities to share a common language if at least 80% of the lexical items are traceable to a common source. On the basis of lexical comparisons, he identifies 51 languages, 33 of which are considered to have their cultural centers in Sabah. He also identifies 83 dialects spoken in the state.

To test the lexico-statistic classifications, intelligibility testing was carried out throughout the state. The results of this testing have altered some of the classifications which Smith proposed solely on the basis of the lexicostatistic data. In some cases, groups which Smith considered to speak different dialects of one language were found on the basis of intelligibility testing to speak different languages, while some which he considered to speak different languages were found to speak dialects of the same language. In most cases, however, Smith's conclusions were confirmed by the results of the intelligibility testing.

In-depth study of 9 Sabah languages is now in progress. These include Ida'an/begahak spoken in Lahad Datu District; Eastern Kadazan, a Dusunic language spoken in Labuk-Sugut District; Nabay, a Murutic language spoken in Keningau District; Tatanzi, Dusunic language spoken in Kuala Penyu District; Tambun, a Paitanic language spoken in Labuk-Sugut District; Upper Kinabatangan, a Paitanic language spoken in Kinabatangan District; Timugon, a Murutic language spoken in Tenom Districts and Coastal Kadazan, spoken in Penampang and Papar Districts. A number of articles have been submitted for publication on various aspects of these languages. In addition to linguistic research in these languages, further ethnographic data will be collected for these groups. It is hoped that within the near future, investigation of several more Sabah languages will have begun.

In addition to the above-mentioned articles, also of interest to Bornean scholars will be two forthcoming papers by SIL members. One by Michael and Alanna Boutin entitled "Indigenous Groups of Sabah: An Annotated Bibliography of Linguistic and Anthropological Sources" lists books and articles dealing with the languages and peoples of Sabah. It is intended to be a reference guide and also to contain information on the availability of such resources in Sabah. This paper is to be published by the Sabah State Museum.

A second paper to be published by the Sabah State Museum is "Sabah Peoples' Who's Who: A Glossary of the Terms Used for the People and Languages of Sabah, East Malaysia" by Phyllis Dunn. This glossary is an attempt to define the various terms found in the literature available in Sabah, as well as the terms employed by still other authors. Such a listing should be of great assistance to anyone undertaking research in Sabah because it helps to identify groups which have been referred to by a great variety of names and spellings in publications that have appeared in the past describing the languages and peoples of Sabah. (John D. Miller)

---

A Reaction to "Kedayan in the Shair Ken Tambuhan"

I am writing in connection with the article of Allen R. Maxwell "Kedayan in the Shair Ken Tambuhan and Kadayan in Brunei" which appeared in the BRB Vol. 15, No. 2 of September 1983. You may already have had reactions to this from others, but I would like to use this opportunity to oppose the view put forward on p. 92, namely that kedayan is probably not derived from Javanese.
To my mind, there is not the slightest doubt that we are dealing with a Javanese word here. I refer to P. 3. Zoetmulder's Old Javanese-English Dictionary (The Hague, 1982), where under dyah "young man or woman of gentle birth" we find, amongst others, the form kadyahan "corps of pages" which first occurs in the kakawin Ghatottakasraya, i.e. circa A.D. 1200. In accordance with the usual process, ya becomes a $\theta$, and so we get in Middle Javanese kadehan "corps of pages, suite of young noblemen", found passim in the kidung literature, e.g. Kidung Harsa-Wijaya and Wangbang Wideya. The change from kadehan to kadevan is merely a matter of spelling; both are listed in Cericke & Roorda's Javaansch-Nederlandsch Handwoordenboek (vol. I, p. 598). In Modern Javanese it occurs only in the expression kadang-kedgYan, meaning simply "relatives", as listed in the dictionaries of Pigeaud and Horne.

As with a number of other words from the romance literature of early Java, kadeyan was borrowed by Malay and used in areas influenced by Java, be they in Borneo or Sumatra.

I hope the above has been sufficient to make my view of this question clear. (Dr. S. O. Robson)

REPLY TO S. O. ROBSON

Dr. S. O. Robson's comment on my "kedayan in the Shair Ken Tambuhan and Kaday an in Brunei" (BRB 15.2:87-97), in which he states he "... would like to use this opportunity to oppose the very view put forward on p. 92, namely that kedayan is probably not derived from Javanese," is neither correct nor does his position. On page 92 I wrote, "Consequently Wilkinson's suggestion that kedayan derives historically from kadyahan should not be accepted, at least until it can be attested in Old Javanese or Old Malay and given a plausible semantic interpretation" (emphasis added). Dr. Robson has done just this—Q.E.D. My citations were regretfully limited to sources available locally to me. I greatly appreciate his explanation of Mal. kedayan from OJ kadyahan. I will say more on the etymology of 'Kaday*nei) in the future. (Allen R. Maxwell)

REPLY TO FRED EGGAN

Mea culpa to Prof. Fred Eggan for my use of an infelicitous phrasing: "Semantically, Veth articulates an alternative view of the origin of the word 'Dayak' to one very commonly encountered in the English language literature on Borneo; namely, that it derives from something like 'inland' (see, e.g., Baring-Gould and Bampfylde 1909:24, 33) "---Maxwell, BRB 15.2:120. A clearer rendering of the meaning is: "Semantically, Veth articulates a view of the origin of the word 'Dayak' which is an alternative to the one very commonly encountered in the English language literature on Borneo; namely, ..." etc. In no way did I mean to suggest that Veth had indicated the word 'Dayak' to be in any manner connected with a meaning 'inland'. My sole intention was to make a relatively unknown view—which, however unacceptable to us now, is not without historical interest—more widely known. Prof. Eggan is, of course, correct in identifying Philippine cognates as pertinent to the formulation of a proper etymology of 'Dayak'. I will have more to say on Bornean etymologies for this form in the future. (Allen R. Maxwell)

OBITUARY

MARIUS JACOBS (1929-1983)

It is with great chagrin that I have to venture on a brief personal narrative of the life and work of Marius Jacobs, with whom I was in close contact over three decades, and to whom I -- and so many others -- are so much indebted. From his youth Marius was obviously attracted by plants,
for in spite of a difficult time he had after being obliged to leave grammar school through financial circumstances, he managed to attend an agricultural college for three years, followed by a few months voluntary assistance at the Rijkshebarium in 1949. He could then enroll as a student at the University of Leiden for the state degree KIV (biology). He took an active part in students life. After obtaining his degree he was temporarily attached to the Flora Malesiana Foundation, working on various small botanical subjects, pending taking up a post in Herbarium Bogoriense, for three years, from January 1954.

During this three years' stay at Bogor he pursued taxonomic studies, amongst others on Capparis, later the subject of his thesis, but above all he became acquainted with tropical vegetation on various expeditions in Java, Sumatra and North Borneo, praising the mentorship of Dr. Kostermans. This stay in the tropics laid the definite basis for his devotion to tropical plant life and the necessity and virtue of conservation. From February 1959 he joined the Flora Malesiana staff, working out the taxonomy of Salicaceae, Malpighiaceae, Capparidaceae, Juglandaceae, and finally Violaceae. He also worked on the variability of the tree genus Pometia (Sapindaceae), his paper becoming a classic in exposing the masses of 'paper species' described from the tropics. All the work he performed was well-considered, meticulous unto detail, and complete, and has stood the test of time, due to the exemplary devotion and care in all he did, whether it was a taxonomical problem, the making of the itinerary of A.F.G. Kerr in Siam, an inventory of abbreviations in Identification Lists, the setting up of experiments for explaining domatia in plants, selecting the equipment and preparation for an expedition -- especially that to Borneo -- or filling the co-editorship of Flora Malesiana Bulletin from n. 17 (1962) onwards, not worrying too much about the distinction between major and minor issues. All things he found interesting and of good purpose in the fields he would support, often at the expense of his own time, and this led frequently to great help to colleagues whose work was causing frustration. In some way he felt attracted to defend lame ducks and was challenged by lost or controversial cases. Resourceful as he was, he could often make clever suggestions and find ways and means, amongst others for opening later the possibility of publishing the Mountain Flora of Java.

The period 1962-1965 was busy, he preparing himself for academic degrees, with the doctor's degree awarded in 1965.

In later years he pursued his taxonomic work, but remained keen on field work, with expeditions to Luzon, South Sumatra, New Guinea, and East Celebes, gradually coming under the spell of nature conservation which he found more important. This superseded his personal taxonomical research, which soon came to a standstill. Though a conservationist himself -- show me any tropical botanist who is not -- I never approved of this sine qua non decision and would have preferred a more harmonious output; Jacobs confined his share in promoting taxonomical work to supervising work of students and in assisting other collaborators with arranging MSS and initiation of new projects.

Soon Marius became a member of the Netherlands Commission for International Nature Protection and was instrumental in the exploration of the Leuser complex in North Sumatra. With one of his students he compiled a large, selected, well annotated "Conservation Literature on Indonesia", a bibliography especially aiming to disclose the work done in earlier times but hidden in a large number of periodicals and pamphlets in Dutch. In those capacities he was also one of the principal advisers to the World Wildlife Fund in the Netherlands. He was the Secretary of the Ecology and Development Group of the Netherlands Commission, which persuaded the Dutch Government to apply ecological considerations in their overseas development policy. When the Netherlands government established an official advisory committee on Ecology and Development this task was completed and Marius Jacobs handed over the Secretariatship at a meeting on 21 April, during which he was struck by a fatal heart attack.

His involvement in nature conservation in the tropics led to his assisting ecological explorers in Indonesia and educating students by colloquia and courses, in order to raise interest in youngsters. When he was, some fifteen years ago, still chiefly involved in taxonomy, he passed to me a huge MS for perusal, intended as a 'Manual' or Introduction to Taxonomy, for students. It appeared far too bulky for publication. Later, when he was chiefly involved in conservation, he felt he had to prepare a similar educative 'Manual' in this field by working out a students' course he gave on all aspects of rain-forests in Indonesia: "The Tropical Rainforest - a first introduction" inspiring other people, for which he had a singular capacity, both by his witty and matter of fact way of writing and his great ability for lecturing. As such he was a scientific public relations officer of the highest standing.

Thus far I have touched only on his motivation for biological science, plant taxonomy, his ambitions and his interest, in which only glimpses of his versatile personality came to the fore. From his student years Marius viewed life as an adventure for a lone individual, to digest experience and contacts and as a challenge to his development, to spread his wings by his own power, probably himself curious to what this would lead and what hidden capacities he had in store. He preferred to work alone, in his own nightworker time-schedule; all he wrote was in a stylish way. He did not fit into teamwork. As his friend, Mr. Van Peype, said during the memorial service at Warmond, Marius viewed life as a play on the theatre Earth, in which all persons fulfilled a role.

For quite some years Marius was a member of the editorial committee of the LUB, a University newsletter, which he peppered with witty, not seldom opinionated, and often provocative comments on all sorts of subjects, his contributions being for many the only readable matter in this dull weekly. His interest was also in biography on which he
first embarked in a slightly arrogant view of "Linnaeus -- the Man and his Work" (1957). He was fascinated by personalities and history and enjoyed learning personal details and anecdotes from old times at Bogor. He confided to me that he regretted so much of such information, revealing personalities, got lost, and was never put on record. In this respect he made good and compiled, after many sessions, a book on the life and work of his former teacher, my predecessor, Professor Lam, which, it is hoped, will be published by Rodopi, Amsterdam, this year. This interest in history is part of the distinct face in his interests. He was for example well versed in the philosophy of Descartes on which he once gave me an unprepared private tutorial. It appeared also in a lecture he gave before the staff on the role of plants in antique Roman art and culture. It is less well known that his interest in the life and thoughts of man and the structure of society led him to write many essays outside the biological field, some very substantial. He was also a member of the fraternity of freemasons and was heavily interested in the psychological works of Professor Van den Berg at Leiden, whose works on 'metabletica' he greatly admired and avidly propagated. Always questioning what he was doing, and trying to dig into the sources of motivation, he pondered also on conservation and recently, in one of his last writings, he developed a conservation philosophy under the title "Spirits of Bali."

Scanning part of his written work, which I hope will some time be compiled into a bibliography, shows the breadth of his interests, and witnesses the panorama of his many-sided gifted personality, zealous, inventive, resourceful, provocative, but also sensitive to criticism and rather convinced of the correctness of his opinion, ambitious for good causes but rather inflexible, always ready to help, a man full of original ideas from whom much could be expected.

For those who had the privilege of knowing him well his death comes as a great personal loss. For international conservation of nature and of tropical rain-forests in particular his disappearance makes a gap that will prove to be hard to fill. Flora Malesiana lost with him one of its earliest and ardent collaborators and supporters -- (C. G. J. van Steenis).

JOSEPH LAFERRIERE, Department of General Biology, University of Arizona, is planning an ethnobotanical study of native peoples of Borneo starting sometime late next year, as his dissertation project.

MISS BARBRO AXELIUS collected and studied Xanthophytum and Lerchea (Rubiaceae) in Sarawak, Kalimantan and Sumatra, August 1982-February 1983.

JAMES W. EDWARDS, a Ph.D. candidate in medical anthropology at Columbia University is studying the syndrome of Koro in the transcultural psychiatric literature. He welcomes any information on Koro-like syndromes, aphrodisiacs and sex tonics, spirits which castrate or destroy vital energy, in Bornean societies. His address is 18 Prospect Place, Brooklyn, N.Y., 11217, U.S.A.

KWITON JONG, the U.K. Scientific Coordinator of the Programme, visited Malaysia in July and early August 1982. The primary purpose of his visit was to find out what the scientists there thought about the latest proposals of the Royal Society for a joint scientific research programme on rain forest ecology, and to consult with individuals and organizations interested in the programme.

The programme will concentrate initially on studies which would bring a better understanding of the recovery processes involved when a species-rich rain forest is disturbed through natural causes or by man. The Danum Valley Conservation Area in Sabah is an area of primary mixed dipterocarp forest some 438 square kilometres in extent with neighbouring areas of logged-over forest, and is considered a promising site for the programme. This area is in fact part of the Sabah Foundation timber concession, and all indications are that it will be kept in pristine condition for a long time to come. Kwiton was able to make a 'flying' visit to the site with Dr. Clive Marsh (the Wildlife Officer of the Sabah Foundation), which included his first ever helicopter flight, on one of the Sabah Foundations regular aerial surveillance flights to check on the boundaries of their timber concession areas in eastern Sabah.

Regional News

Under the Fulbright Program, American colleges and universities are invited to submit proposals to bring foreign scholars to lecture on their campuses. The purpose of the program is to strengthen the international dimension of U.S. scholarship by enabling colleges and universities to bring scholars from Asia to

--- teach courses on Asia from a comparative or foreign area perspective with emphasis on the humanities and social sciences.

--- serve as a resource for students and faculty.

--- participate in the general development of international aspects of the curriculum.

Applicants may name a particular scholar or request assistance in recruitment from the Fulbright Commission or USIS Post Abroad. The United States Information Agency, the government agency responsible for the Fulbright Program, provides the funding for grants to cover international travel, maintenance stipends of approximately $60 a day and
basic medical insurance. Host institutions are asked to provide supplementary funding or in-kind support, such as housing.

The Council for International Exchange of Scholars (CIES) assists the Agency in the administration of the Fulbright Program. All inquiries or requests for applications should be sent to: Mrs. Mary Ernst, CIES, 11 DuPont Circle, N.W., Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20036.

Seminar on Cognatic Kinship in Southeast Asia: Amsterdam

A seminar on 'Cognatic forms of social organization in Southeast Asia' was held in Amsterdam from 6 to 8 January 1983. The seminar was intended to be a survey and discussion of new developments in the study of cognatic kinship in the Southeast Asian context by bringing together people who have done recent research in this field.

Originally the seminar was to have been held by mid-June 1982 under the auspices of the Department of South and Southeast Asian Studies at the University of Amsterdam. The organizing committee consisted of Frans Husken (University of Amsterdam) and Jeremy Kemp (University of Kent at Canterbury). In December 1981 invitations were sent to thirteen anthropologists working on Southeast Asia in Britain, France and the Netherlands. Nearly all of them responded favourably. Later on several others showed an interest in participating in the seminar and they were subsequently invited as well. Funds for the organization of the seminar were obtained from the University of Amsterdam (Subfaculteit Sociologie, Culturele Antropologie en Niet-westerse Sociologie), the British Institute in South-East Asia (Singapore), the Dutch Organization for Pure Scientific Research (ZWO) and the Dutch Foundation for Anthropology (Wassenaar).

In total, eighteen papers were submitted and discussed thoroughly over the three days of the seminar. An opening address was delivered by Professor Dr. Otto van den Muijzenberg and the papers were presented as follows:

Session I - The Content and Boundaries of Kinship
Stephen Headley (CeDRASEMI, Paris). 'Houses in Java: the missing kin'.
Mark Hobart (SOAS, London). 'The art of measuring mirages', or 'Is there kinship in Bali?'.
Charles MacDonald (CeDRASEMI, Paris/Manila). 'The status of kin terms and kin terms for status'.
Bill Watson (University of Kent). 'Cognatic or matrilineal: Kerinci social organization in Escher perspective'.

Session II - Kinship and Political Economy
Frans Husken (University of Amsterdam). 'Kinship, economics and politics in a Central Javanese village'.
Rosanne Rutten (University of Amsterdam). 'Kin solidarity and worker solidarity in a Philippine sugarcane hacienda'.

Session II - Kinship and Political Economy
Frans Husken (University of Amsterdam). 'Kinship, economics and politics in a Central Javanese village'.
Rosanne Rutten (University of Amsterdam). 'Kin solidarity and worker solidarity in a Philippine sugarcane hacienda'.

Session III - Kinship and Community
Janet Carsten (London School of Economics). 'Bisan, equality and community in Pulau Langkawi, Malaysia'.
Jeremy Kemp (University of Kent). 'Processes of kinship and community in North Central Thailand'.
Will Lundström (University of Goteborg). 'Kin and non-kin in Minahasa'.
Josiane Nassard (CeDRASEMI, Paris). 'Kinship and exchange practices in a Malay village'.
Bill Wilder (University of Durham). 'Kinship, community and the structure of Pahang Malay kindreds'.
Diana Wong (University of Bielefeld). 'The family development cycle and social differentiation in a Kedah village'.

Session IV - Genealogy, Rank and Household
Larry Hirschfeld (Columbia University/University of Paris). 'Filiation, exchange and stability in North Sumatra'.
Terry King (University of Hull). 'Cognition and rank in Borneo'.
Stephen Morris (University of Cambridge). 'Kinship and rank among the coastal Melanau of Sarawak'.
Bernard Sellato (CeDRASEMI, Paris). 'Nomadism, utrolocal residence and affinal terminology in Borneo'.

Discussions in the seminar proved to be vivid, interesting and valuable. Most contributors profited from the comments and remarks that the chairpersons and the other participants made on their respective papers.

Several topics turned out to be of primary interest during all sessions: the specificity of cognition as compared to unilineal systems of descent; kinship and the 'axiom of amity' in village community life; and the relation between kinship and social stratification and political mobilization. Next to this, general problems with regard to the definition and relevance of such concepts as 'kindred', 'stock' and 'generalized' versus 'balanced reciprocity' were discussed.

The concluding session on Saturday 8 January was to have been chaired by Professor Barbara Ward, who had agreed to give a general overview of the results of the seminar. Three days before the start of the seminar, however, she suddenly died. In her place, Dr. Victor King made the concluding remarks on the papers and the seminar discussions. As the seminar contributions dealt with an important but rather neglected field of study in the anthropology of Southeast Asian societies, the participants agreed to give the papers a much wider distribution. The organizers of the seminar are now editing most of the papers and are writing an introductory essay in which they develop a more general framework for
the analysis of cognatic kinship in Southeast Asia, as well as give a review of the seminar discussions. The provisional title of this publication is "Cognition and Social Organization in Southeast Asia."

RATTAN INFORMATION CENTRE. This centre was established and started operation at the Central Library of Forest Research Institute, Repong in May 1982 when sources of references are readily available. It is financially supported by IDRC (International Development Research Centre, Canada) the grant of which is expected to cover a period of 3 years.

Generally the objective of RIC is to seek, acquire, classify and store all relevant information on rattan and disseminate this information in various forms to those interested.

A quarterly newsletter/bulletin on rattan will provide current awareness on all aspects of rattan research; the first bulletin came out September 1982, the second in December.

Proceedings of the 8th World Forestry Congress, Jakarta, October 1978, can be ordered from: Direktorat Jenderal Kehutanan, P.O. Box 3668, Jakarta, Indonesia. There are seven volumes, ranging from 700 to 2600 pages. Price $250, separate volumes $50, including postage by surface mail.

Brunei

The University of Leeds, U.K. organized an eight weeks expedition to Brunei to carry out a comparative study of primary and selectively-felled mixed Dipterocarp forest.

Kalimantan

BRUTE GALTIXAS (also a BRC member) and I would appreciate your letting people know that people will be able to visit and work on her orangutan research project for three week periods between June 1 and December 31, 1984 under the sponsorship of Earthwatch (10 Juniper Road, Belmont, MA 02178). By December 1, 1983 about half of the 90 available spaces were filled. Sufficient inquiries probably will lead to repetition of the opportunity in future. Costs are $1,290 + airfare, which many will be able to use as a tax deduction. (Dave Churchman)

DR. MARK LEIGHTON spent considerable efforts during the years 1977-1979 to make a botanical collection, in the East Kutai Reserve, by the Sengata and Mentoko Rivers, i.e. on the northern side of it. His numbers run from 1 to 1141 (the compound numbers like OB13.40E5 on the handwritten labels refer to plots and have no other standing), but not all of these numbers were used. Only trees and climbers were collected, with special attention paid to fruits, many of which were preserved in alcohol.

The best represented families are Annonaceae, Burseraceae, Euphorbiaceae, Lauraceae, Melliaceae, Moraceae (with c. 99 spp. of Ficus, in many samples), Myristicaceae, Muaceae, Sapindaceae, while many Anacardiaceae, Bombacaceae, Diptocarpacaceae, Fagaceae, Guttiferae, Melastomataceae and Vitaceae were also taken. After sets had been split off for the BO and DAV Herbaria, the collection was received 'raw' at Leiden, where the essential curating work was done, errors in the numbering corrected, identification work was organized (with the kind assistance of many specialists), and standard labels were added. The quality of the material was uneven; at L were retained c. 400 numbers, with 180 alcohol samples; the remainder and duplicates were sent to the Arnold Arboretum, where Dr. Leighton is now on the staff as a rain-forest ecologist.


MESSRS. ROCHADI A., T. PARTOMIHARDJO and A. MA'ROEF (BO) visited Lempake Forest Samarinda, East Kalimantan on 10-22 May 1982. They collected 700 nos of vouchers; at the same time, MISS E. A. WIJAYAKAJJAJA explored Apokayan forest near the boundary with Sarawak, for collecting bamboos. She collected 135 numbers of herbarium specimens and 124 numbers of live plants.


MR. SOEDARSONO RISWAN returned to BO, Indonesia, after having completed at Aberdeen his Ph.D. thesis on Ecological studies on primary and secondary and experimentally cleared mixed Dipterocarp forest and kerangas forest in East Kalimantan, Indonesia. In Bogor he will continue to work on the ecology of Dipterocarp forests.

ANNE SCHILLER, a Ph.D. candidate in Anthropology at Cornell University, has just completed the first year of a research project on ritual innovation and doctrinal change among the adherents of Hindu-Kaharingan. Kaharingan is the religion of the Ngaju Dayaks of Central Kalimantan. The research is supported by funding from Fulbright-Hays and Wenner-Gren.

From 16 Oct. - Nov. 1982, MR. H. WIRADINATA (BO), R. HARAHAP (Bogor Botanical Garden) and NOERDJITO (Bogor Zoological Museum) visited Palangkaraya, Kuala Kuran and Kuala Kapas, Central Kalimantan. They collected 199 numbers of live plants, 19 of seeds, 1062 numbers of herbarium specimens and 28 of ethnobotanical artefacts.

ABDULKADIR (Treib Lab.) visited Wanariset forest, East Kalimantan for continuing ecological study in this forest. More than 1200 numbers of live plants, voucher and herbarium specimens and also ethnobotanical artefacts were collected.

Forsts at Kerski Luwai Nature Reserve and Melak Mahakam Ulu, East Kalimantan were visited by MESSRS. EKO B. WALUJO, KARTINI KRAMADIBRATA (BO) and E. R. RASMANDI, Dulhaer (Bogor Zoological Museum) on 21 Dec. 1982 to 26 Jan. 1983. During this trip they collected 196 numbers of live plants and 1069 of herbarium specimens.


The Bukit Raya Expedition, financially sponsored by WOTRO, Dir. Gen. Wetenschapsbeleid (Min. of Ext. Affairs) and Bureau Buitenland (Leiden University) was carried out between Nov. 1982 and March 1983, by an interdisciplinary team consisting of the following persons: DR. H. P. NOOTEBOOM (L., leader), the only full time member of the expedition; MR. A. BRADER and PROF. R. A. A. OLDEMAN (Wageningen); MR. H. VAN REIJER (MAB Unesco); MR. J. P. MOGEA and MR. H. WIRIADINATA (both BO); DR. L. G. M. TANTRA (For. Res. Inst. Bogor); DR. E. TORQUEBIAU (Biotrop); DR. J. F. VELDAMP AND DR. J. J. O. DE WILDE (both L.).

Purpose of the joint undertaking was to establish an integrated image of the lowland forest in the Bukit Raya Nature Reserve based on aerial photographs and ground observations, and to make a preliminary inventory of plant species. Hardly any botanical collecting has been done in the area so far. A soil reconnaissance was carried out in a number of plots laid out to study regeneration patterns and tree architecture.

The team had to overcome considerable logistic problems at the start. As a result of extremely low rainfall in the last five months the rivers were nearly dry, making transportation by boat next to impossible. The area studied ranges from 50 m a.s.l. to 2278 m (the summit of Bukit Raya). The vegetation consists of various types of rain-forest except in the summit area which is covered by small-leaved Ericaceous shrubbery. At least part of the lowland forest is destined to disappear in the near future by logging. Most of the forest in the lower regions grows on rugged terrain. During the rainy season even under forest cover erosion takes place and would assume disastrous proportions should the forest be removed.

The herbarium specimens collected number about 3500, and appear to include several species new to Kalimantan or even to science. A preliminary report was produced by Dr. Nooteboom.
MR. ABANG MOHAMMAD MOHTAR joined the Research Office of the Forest Department, Kuching, Sarawak, as forest botanist.

Orang-utan Sanctuary Established - In March 1983 Malaysia established Lanjik-Entimau Wildlife Sanctuary, the country's largest protected area. It covers 168,740 ha of rugged hill country in Sarawak, home of the orang-utan Pongo pygmaeus. The Sanctuary will also protect Sarawak's state emblem, the rhinoceros hornbill Buceros rhinoceros and the catchments of eight major rivers.

Several botanical expeditions were made by the Kuching herbarium in 1983. They visited Bunhog Range, Ulu Engkilili, Bukit Kana, Gunong Murut, Niah F. R., Bukit Sado and Ulu Belaga. This yielded c. 1300 collections.

BOOK REVIEWS, ABSTRACTS & BIBLIOGRAPHY


This bibliography, compiled over the last six years, attempts to place on record most of the available literature on the Indonesian administrative division of Kalimantan Barat (West Kalimantan), which covers the same area as the former Dutch 'Westerafdeeling van Borneo'. We include in our project the Karimata archipelago and islands close to the coast such as Pulau Bawal, Maya, Laut and Lemukutan. The Natuna, Anambas and Tambelan island groups are excluded, belonging as they do to the Indonesian province of Riau.

The bibliography was originally intended as a reference work for anthropologists, but as the project proceeded it became apparent that many writings which contained material of relevance to anthropologists ranged over other subject matter as well, or indeed were primarily directed towards other disciplines. Therefore, we expanded the enterprise into a general bibliography for all disciplines, covering such categories as physical and cultural anthropology, exploration and travel, history, natural sciences (including such subjects as physical geography, topography, geology, zoology and botany), technology, economy, demography, government, education, health, hygiene, medicine, 'missiology', language and ethnic classification and belles-lettres. In order to keep the bibliography within manageable proportions we limited ourselves initially to West Kalimantan. We felt it to be within our competence to compile a bibliography on an area in which we both have an academic interest and which we know personally. Of course, this spatial restriction produces several difficulties. For example, various ethnic groupings in West Kalimantan such as the Iban, Kayan, Ot Danum, Bidayuh, Selako, Punan, Bukat, Malays and Chinese are found in other political and administrative divisions of Borneo, viz. in Sarawak, Brunei, and Sabah, and in Kalimantan Tengah (Central), Selatan (South) and Timur (East). Some areas outside Kalimantan Barat have had especially close relationships with our region of interest. For instance, Kotawaringin district in the present province of Kalimantan Tengah has had intimate economic and political links with the Pinoh river area in Kalimantan Barat; and as a result of the past migrations of such peoples as the Iban, Selako and Bidayuh, and indeed the Chinese of the West Borneo goldfields, various regions of Sarawak are historically and even to the present day ethnically connected to parts of West Kalimantan. Furthermore, some references to plants, animals, forestry, fisheries and minerals, and some aspects of material culture such as the penis pin (palang) and the hampatong (carved wooden statues of sacred significance) have relevance not only to West Borneo but to other parts of the island as well. To overcome some of these problems we have included material, where we think it appropriate, which is not strictly confined to West Kalimantan. We also hope to begin bibliographical work on the remaining parts of Kalimantan in the not-too-distant future.

Fruit resources and patterns of feeding, spacing and grouping among sympatric Bornean hornbills (Bucerotidae), xv + 296 pp., 27 figs., Ph.D. thesis Mark Leighton (1981, Anthropology, University of California, Davis, CA 93616).

From August 1977 he and wife Dede (who studied monkeys) worked in the northern part of the East Kutai Reserve, at 30-300 m altitude. In a 300-ha plot they established 30 km of trails, and built a platform in a big tree now identified as Shorea platyclados. Except for old hand-logging swaths, the forest was pristine, and during the period, an estimated 900 species of trees and lianas bore fruit.

Hornbills, of which 7 species inhabit the area, differ conspicuously in habit, sex and age, and not having much to fear, are noisy creatures, easily located and followed. Territories are c. 1 ha, with the birds live in densities of a few per km² and operate in groups of 3-6, ranging c. 5.6-9.7 km a day. Although they are omnivorous -- 2 cm beetles to 60 cm snakes, centipedes, and even small birds on the wing are snapped up -- fruits make an essential part of their diet.

Leighton speaks of 'fruiting patches' of trees or lianas as units in hornbill ecology. These patches are scattered: those amounting to 5 grams dry weight of lipid-rich flesh were detected with an average of 3.5 in 15 ha, patches of 20 grams with 0.92 in 15 ha, which means a mere 1.17-1.23 grams dry weight on a given day. Circa 265 spp. of hornbill fruit species are tabulated, among them c. 37 Ficus, which is an important component through the year. Meliaceae, 44 large trees rather close to the river, and Myristicaceae, 32 large trees farther away, were other important constituents, yet their combined density amounts to 1 tree in 4 ha on average.

Among the fruits 3 diameter classes are distinguished: to 10 mm, 10-20 and up, with 29 mm as the biggest item to be swallowed, but this is no match for the widest hornbill gape of 42-55 MM. The birds handle any kind of fruit, including the husked ones, with facility in no more than 30
seconds. Beside this category, that of the lipid-rich is distinguished; their flesh is hard and oily, like in Canarium and Elaeocarpus. A third category is the carbohydrate-rich, i.e. the sweetish or mealy ones, among which the figs are most prominent. While monkeys like figs better, the hornbills rather go for the lipid-rich ones, which contain more calories. Leighton's pet hornbill, Cyrano, showed signs of ill health after two days on an all-fig diet (90.3 grams dry weight a day, in 411 figs) an all-round diet restored him quickly.

The birds weight 1-3 kg, depending on species. Meal size is 100-300 cc. After c. 1 hour, the seeds are regurgitated. Behaviour is determined by group-size -- foraging in small groups makes location of patches easier and a balance between distance to be covered and fruit availability. Factors like these are analyzed statistically for all the species, with hypotheses examined, in dry, technical prose. Seasonal differences in fruiting account for fluctuations in hornbill grouping and behaviour; but it is the constant basic supply of fruits, a kind of mosaic-in-time, that makes this co-existence of species and the important role of hornbills as seed dispersers, possible. (M. Jacobs)

The understanding of the complex language situation in the Pacific area is of relevance to a very wide variety of interests, many of them not directly linked with language work and scholarly endeavour in general. The atlas is therefore of value, for scientific and pragmatic purposes, to a broad range of scholars such as linguists, anthropologists, archaeologists, geographers, demographers, sociologists, historians, political scientists, economists and many natural scientists whose fields of interest are directly or indirectly connected with human beings. Such scholars would be, for instance, physical anthropologists, geneticists, ethnobotanists, agriculturalists, ethnologists, as well as geomorphologists, geologists and oceanographers interested in the effects of past geological and climatological events upon human populations and their migrations. Scholars in medical sciences, such as epidemiologists, may also find this atlas of value.

The atlas provides easily understandable, detailed graphic information whose lack has until now created serious problems in understanding a great range of situations. The Language Atlas of the Pacific Area reaches out also to a wide variety of governmental, administrative and other agencies and persons with applied interests of relevance to the Pacific area: foreign affairs departments, media services, politicians, educators, bodies concerned with economic and developmental aid, health organizations, other United Nations and UNESCO agencies, and last, but not least, to the peoples of the Pacific area themselves, notably those of the newly independent nations.

The price of each part is DM250, or DM500 for the complete Atlas.


Ecological studies on primary, secondary and experimentally cleared Mixed Dipterocarp Forest and Kerangas Forest in East Kalimantan, Indonesia is the subject of research carried out by Mr. Soedarsono Riswan and the title of his thesis (Aberdeen). The project was designed in conjunction with Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme Project No. 1 to provide scientific data on the effects of tropical forest clearance with a view to future long-term management of kerangas and mixed dipterocarp forest.

Control plots from both forest types were described in detail together with secondary forest established for 35 years. Experimentally treated plots were clear-cut and burnt and the changes in soil and vegetation followed and described in detail for 1.5 years.

The two initial forest types represented a range of forest formations in the tropics from poor to rich conditions. Fluctuations in the control plots were followed for 1 year. The whole process of recovery was different in the two forests; in the strategy of individual tree species, the species composition and changes in soil nutrients.
A variety of conclusions about the trees, saplings, seedlings, shrubs and herbs components, turn-over periods, biomas, natural regeneration and species compositions of these forests are dealt with and further conclusions outside the scope of this thesis will be published later.

Ethnobotany in Sarawak

Compilation of ethnobotanical data of plants native to Sarawak, is one of the priority projects of SAR. About 100 species were collected in 1982, making the total c. 450 species.

Ferns of Borneo

K. Iwatsuki and M. Kato (TI) are compiling their results of field surveys in East Kalimantan, 1979-1981. They intend to compile a checklist of the pteridophytes of Borneo.

Forest Resources of Tropical Asia, FAO, 1981 "Sabah: The Forest Situation"

The FAO study Forest Resources of Tropical Asia (1981) contains materials for an updated overview. Main features are a) the western lowlands, narrow but inhabited by c. 70% of the population; b) the Crocker range, with Mt. Kinabalu but mostly only 1200-1800 m high; c) the Central Uplands, with Mt. Kinabalu and some vulcanism in the NE; d) the Eastern Lowlands with some swamps behind the coast.

Population in 1976 was c. 800,000, with annual growth of 4.7%. Many thrive in the timber boom, but c. 350,000 are poor shifting cultivators.

For the forests the classification of Fox (Tropical Ecology 19, 1978) is followed. Lowland and hill dipterocarp forest by 1980 covered 54% of total forest area; montane dipterocarp forest, 14%; Mangroves cover 3300 km² or 7% of the total forest area; the 620 km² peat swamps forest have mostly been exploited. Beach, freshwater, and kerangas forests are small in extent.

Lowland and hill dipterocarp forest areas were estimated in 1975 at 29,300 km², in 1977 at 26,720 km², and in 1980 incorporating changes on account of shifting cultivation, transfer of land to permanent agriculture, and reclassification of part of inaccessible montane forest into commercial forest at 32,000 km², of which 19,200 was undisturbed and 12,800 logged. Under secondary forest was 13,900 km², under grass 1550 km².

As protected is listed 1200 km² national park, 390 of which "virgin forest", and 150 "amenity forests.

Landownership is through Reserves (27,700 km²), State Lands (27,680), and Alienated Lands (18,560). Most of the existing forests are either located in 'Forest Reserves' or in State Lands. Forest reserves (now 36,380 km²) are supported to be dedicated to sustained yield management and thus are of greatest potential for timber production or greatest value for watershed protection. The situation of the State Lands is rather confusing and far from satisfactory (p. 299).

Damage caused by logging is extensive areas of forest ranging from 14-40% are made bare by tractor tracks and landings (loading areas).

There is significant damage to natural regeneration and advance growth (p. 309). Canadians air-photographed the whole state in 1969-1972 at scale 1 : 25,000 and 1 : 46,000, resulting in a 1 : 50,000 map. Commercial forests were classified into 8900 or more m²/ha (area 29900 km²), 6200-8900 (area 20,770 km²), 3500-6200 (area 4620 km²), subdivided by province. Extensive breakdowns are made of stands, virgin and after logging. Unlogged natural forest under concession amounted in 1980 to 20,290 km², under a total of 1746 licenses, most of these valid for 1 year only, others for 21 years at most. Dipterocarps make up 77.6% of the total volume. Log production reached peaks in the late 1970's of c. 13 million m³ and is expected to decline towards 7.5 million by 1985. At that time 14,700 km² of virgin forest will be left, plus 14,500 of logged over forest, 1,750 under legal protection, and 16,000 under shifting cultivation. Intensively managed forest is apparently not projected.

Plantations are intended for a larger role in the wood supply, 1880 km² having been established in 1980. It was decided to plant agricultural crops like cocoa under valuable forest tree species, and interest has grown in rattan planting in the logged-over forest.

Brunei: The Forest Situation

From Forest Resources of Tropical Asia (FAO 1980) 143-149, we take a few data. Population in 1971 c. 136,000 of which 65% urban, annual increase 4.9% (1.2% due to immigration). 2500 families are shifting cultivators; many figures are 10 or more years old.

Undisturbed mixed dipterocarp forests cover 2293 km² virtually all unlogged and accessible, this may be 1990 in 1985; logged over is 120 km²: this may be 1990 in 1985. Secondary is 2370 km² expected to be 2620 in 1985. Undisturbed peat swamps cover 410 km², 50 of which has been logged; in 1983 this may be 100 km². Kerangas covers 220 km², mangrove 70 km².

There is almost no reserved forest nor has much forestry planning or inventory work been done. Air photographs may be available. Logging has increased 37,000 m³ in 1961-65, 61,000 in 1966-70, 92,000 in 1971-76, 160,000 in 1976-80. In this oil producing country with the highest per capita income of Asia after Japan, 390 tons of fuelwood and 412 tons of charcoal were consumed annually in 1975, but the trend was downward. Most logging is concentrated in the western part where 90% of the lands is deforested at 70 km/year during 1976-80.

Deforestation, estimated at 70 km²/year during 1976-80, is expected to decrease to 50 km²/year during 1981-85. Nevertheless, with this rate, the 2290 km² of MDF in 1980 will be reduced to 1990 km² in 1985 and will have gone in less than 40 years, i.e. by anno 2034. The magnificent forests of Brunei!


A background report for the U.S./Indonesian Man and Biosphere (MAB/Unesco) project 'Interactions between People and Forests in East}
Kalimantan. The report by Dr. May, team leader, and Dr. Momal, program coordinator, gives a well-worded, substantial survey of the various forest products in the forests of East Kalimantan, their value, uses, modes of maintenance and status in the original vegetation, together with information on how they should be accommodated in the home-gardens of the immigrants, which species should be encouraged, etc. Information is given about the various forest types and their relation to soil types. The report also indicates how forest can be managed for game production. The idea of the project is to come to a supporting scientific organization for the transmigration project and settlement tied up with experimental trials in the field, especially for fruit trees, while it is realized that local forest reserves, as source areas, should be established. In short, all sorts of facets to canalize efforts towards a successful and harmonious colonization, and to prevent a wild-west situation by these very substantial changes of land-use. -- C.G.G.J. van Steenis.
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